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blue line. The satellite trajectory was mapped to 425 km altitude along the Earth's magnetic field line using 
IGRF-12 (Thébault et  al.,  2015). The right panels in Figure  3 show, from top to bottom, plasma density 
(Ne), electron temperature (Te), and horizontal plasma flow (Vhor) as a function of universal time, mapped 
geographic latitude, mapped geographic longitude, and magnetic latitude (QDLAT) (Richmond,  1995). Ne 
and Te were obtained from the Langmuir probes on the electric field instrument, and Vhor was obtained from 
two thermal ion imager (TII) sensors (Knudsen et al., 2017). Of interest here are the reduced plasma density 
observed at ∼45°S, reaching ∼3 × 10 4 cm −3, a collocated increase in Te, that reaches 8000 K, and a strong 
westward plasma flow, Vhor, peaking at 5.5 km/s. This peak appears as a narrow spike within a wider struc-
ture (1.5–2° in latitude) that reaches ∼2.5–3 km/s, a signature of a thin intense SAID embedded in a strong 
SAPS or wider SAID, a double structure previously reported (Foster & Burke, 2002; Grocott et al., 2011). The 
horizontal red line indicates the location of the arc along the mapped satellite trajectory. Symbols indicating 
peaks in the plasma parameters were added in each panel (diamond, asterisk, and triangle for Ne, Te, and 
Vhor, respectively) and in the image. The extremely large Te and Vhor may help to explain the unusually high 
brightness measured with the all-sky imager and the visual detection by the citizen scientist. In addition to heat 
conduction from the inner magnetosphere (Mendillo & Wroten, 2019; Rees & Roble, 1975), frictional heating 
by the fast plasma flow could also contribute to the excitation of neutral species increasing airglow emission 
in 630.0 nm (Mishin & Streltsov, 2019; Sazykin et al., 2002).

The characteristics of the SAR arc described above clearly change after the Swarm B crossing. When the satellite 
reaches the Northern Hemisphere near the magnetic conjugate region of the Southern Hemisphere observations, at 
∼10:03 UT, the arc changes to a thin mauve-purplish structure. Figure 4 shows to the left, the Dunedin image with 
the mapped satellite trajectory (from the Northern Hemisphere at 520 km altitude to the Southern Hemisphere at 

Figure 4. Similar to Figure 3 but with Swarm B trajectory in the Northern Hemisphere mapped to 425 km in the Southern Hemisphere. (left) Unwarped all-sky image 
from Dunedin. Symbols do not overlap exactly with the thin white-greenish arc, evidence of a lower emission height; (right) Ne decreases to ∼1 × 10 4 cm − 3 and Te 
reaches ∼10,000 K. Vhor increases to ∼10 km/s and the plasma channel width is thinner.

(Martinis et al., 2022)
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Figure 1. Plasma density and electron temperature (left panels) and field-aligned current and ion velocity (right panels) measured by Swarm satellites passing
near/through Steve events that had been identified in all-sky imager measurements for eight events. Plasma density is shown in red with solid lines estimated
from Langmuir probed ion current and dashed lines estimated from electron current. Electron temperature is shown in blue. Field-aligned current is shown in
pink. Cross-track ion velocity is shown in green. Location of Steve along the satellite track is shaded in gray. The equatorward edge of the diffuse aurora is
marked with a dashed gray line for the event e, from 24 August 2017. Steve = Strong Thermal Emission Velocity Enhancement.

edge of the diffuse aurora, reaching the MLT of the Swarm orbit only 2 min after the satellite crossed. A gray
dashed line for event e in Figure 1 shows the optical boundary of the diffuse aurora (where Steve forms 2
min after the Swarm crossing). In events a, g, and h, conditions were cloudy directly beneath the Swarm
satellites, and so Steve was identified in adjacent ASI. In these cases the MLT difference between Swarm
and nearest observed point of Steve (seen at the edge of the closest ASI) is listed in Figure 1. This represents
the maximum possible distance between Swarm and Steve as we do not know how far Steve extends beyond
the field of view of the cameras and can span over 2,000 km in latitude (Gallardo-Lacourt et al., 2018). At the
latitudes of the observations presented in Figure 1 near the surface of the Earth, 1 hr of MLT corresponds
to roughly 800 km in longitudinal separation. It should be noted that ion velocity measurements are only
available in four cases, as the Swarm electric field instrument (EFI) was not operating for the other events.
Also, for the Swarm mission ne is typically derived from LP ion current (measured at negative probe bias).
Plasma density is often derived from ion rather than electron saturation current, as it is independent of elec-
tron temperature. However, in a few cases this ne reached negative values, possibly because of inaccurately
calibrated electronic offsets. In those cases, ne is instead estimated from LP electron current and is shown
as a dashed red line (rather than a solid one) in Figure 1.

For all cases in Figure 1, a clear midlatitude density trough is observed in Swarm measurements, with a peak
in Te (shown in blue) roughly colocated with the minimum in ne (shown in red). The FAC (shown in pink)
when crossing the point of maximum Te for all cases was either positive, indicating a downward FAC, or
near zero. Narrow channels of enhanced westward ion velocity (shown in green) were also observed roughly
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Motivation
• One of the traits of STEVE/SAID 

encountered by spacecraft in low Earth 
orbit is their prominent electron 
temperatures.

• Distinct optical characteristics and 
plasma flows are also observed, but 
not our focus in this presentation.

• How common are these electron 
temperature “spikes”?
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Methodology
• Develop an algorithm that sifts 

through the Swarm electron 
temperature data and identifies 
electron temperature “spikes”.

• Using the Swarm EFI LP data 
set “SW_OPER_EFIA_LP_1B”.

• Use the Archer et al. (2019) SAIDs 
as the archetype the spikes.

• Run the algorithm on all Swarm A, 
B, and C electron temperature data.

Algorithmic Identification of STEVE-SAID Events in Swarm Data
H. Panwar1, G.W. Perry1, A. Gyakobo1, L.V. Goodwin1, W.E. Archer2

Email: hp56@njit.edu, (1) Center for Solar-Terrestrial Research, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, New Jersey, USA, (2) The Canadian Space Agency
SA51B-2501

 Background

Left: Photograph by Dave 
Markel Photography, 

National Geographic Your 
Shot. Available at:

https://www.nationalgeograp
hic.com/science/article/odd-
aurora-named-steve-revealed
-to-be-two-different-sky-sho

ws-in-one

• Strong Thermal Emission Velocity Enhancement (STEVE) is an optical 
phenomenon

• Observed as a purple band of light equatorward of auroral oval (Archer et. al 
2019)

• STEVE found to be associated with intense Subauroral Ion Drift (SAID) under 
following conditions (Archer et. al 2019): (1) High electron temperature (2) 
Low plasma density (3) High peak ion velocities

• Motivations: Provide an algorithmic approach to identify coupled 
STEVE and SAID events

Right: Photograph of 
STEVE emissions and a 

green picket fence taken by 
Robert Downie. Figure taken 
from Archer et. al. (2019a)

• Create spike finding routine for 
electron temperature that matches 
SWARM A spikes identified in 
Archer et. al 2019

Figure 1: 3 Swarm A temperature spikes as 
identified in Fig. 1 from Archer et. al 2019

Figure 2: Cartoon representation 
of parameters used in spike 

detection route
• Parameters: Height (3000 - 20000 

K), Distance (100 samples), Width 
(4 – 40 samples), Prominence 
(1250 – 5000 K)

• Run all available data through spike 
finding routine

• Apply cross-correlation filtering 
with respect to plasma density

Figure 3: Electron temperature vs Plasma 
Density Correlation for 3 Swarm A events 

from Fig.1

• Filter all identified spikes using 
minimum cross-correlation factor 
with threshold -.80 

• Identify visual patterns

 Methodology

Figure 4: (Top) Only anti-correlation vs 
(Middle) Trough crossing vs (Bottom) 

Density Drop

• Find a routine to separate mere 
anti-correlated and Trough 
crossing events from true density 
drops

 Results

• Hotter temperature spikes generally toward magnetic 
noon

• Bands of hot spikes visible towards magnetic 
midnight

• Three-band structure separating towards midnight

Figure 4: Progression of identified electron temperature spikes using 
Swarm A data from 2016 to 2021 within Northern Hemisphere

• Similar concentration of hot spikes seen in Southern 
Hemisphere

• Singular band of hot spikes occurring towards magnetic 
midnight

• Separation in subauroral zone

Figure 5: Progression of identified electron temperature spikes using 
Swarm A data from 2016 to 2021 within Southern Hemisphere

• Filtered temperature spikes + plasma drops occur in polar and subauroral zone
• Subauroral zone spikes occurring toward magnetic night
• Tighter spread present in Northern Hemisphere in comparison to Southern Hemisphere
• Filtering spikes with preliminary density drop detection algorithm shows a tightened cusp region 

Spikes Filtered for only Plasma Drops

Spikes Filtered for only Plasma Drops

Figure 6: Electron temperature spikes in Northern Hemisphere (Top) and Southern Hemisphere (Bottom) after 
filtering for those with cross-correlation factor less than -.8 and all events vs drops

 Discussion
• Temperature spike detection algorithm followed by 

anti-correlation analysis are the right first steps
○ Visual representation through magnetic polar plots is 

insightful
• Separating density drops from all inclusive list of 

anti-correlated events (i.e. trough crossing and general 
anti-correlation events) presents to be a big challenge
○ Preliminary analysis has been conducted to develop an 

algorithm to automate this
○ Tested using varied prominence parameter on normalized 

density signatures — 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%
○ Less than ideal success rate, i.e. 25% false negative rate
○ Degree of subjectivity distinguishing drops from troughs 

contributes to low success rate
○ Need for well defined characteristics to separate drops from 

troughs and other event

Figure 7: Anti-correlated events with ambiguous characterization

Figure 8: Sample flow 
and magnetic data for 2 
Te spike/Ne drop events

• We observe 
good spike in 
Te and good 
drop in Ne but 
no obvious 
similarity in the 
magnetic 
signatures nor 
the velocity 
signature in the 
2 events

• Further analysis 
is required

 Summary
• Algorithm to identify STEVE-SAID coupled events exist under 3 conditions: (1) 

High electron temperature (2) Low plasma density (3) High peak ion velocities 
• Incorporating electron temperatures and plasma density, results show events in 

polar and subauroral zone
• Need to find a deterministic way to differentiate all anti-correlated events from 

those with density drops 

• Bibliography: Archer, W. E., Gallardo-Lacourt, B., Perry, 
G. W., St.-Maurice, J.-P., Buchert, S. C., & Donovan, E. F. 
(2019). Steve: The optical signature of intense subauroral 
ion drifts. Geophysical Research Letters, 46, 6279–6286. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2019GL082687

• Future work:
○ Develop specific characterization of drops
○ Further analysis with magnetic and flow data
○ Superposed  epoch analysis

This work is supported by AGS-225972

Spike conditions
• Height: 3000 - 20,000 K.

• Distance: 100 samples (~350 km 
along track).

• Width: 4 - 40 samples (~15 - 150 km 
along track).

• Prominence: 1250 - 5000 K.
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• Find a routine to separate mere 
anti-correlated and Trough 
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drops
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• Similar concentration of hot spikes seen in Southern 
Hemisphere

• Singular band of hot spikes occurring towards magnetic 
midnight
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Figure 5: Progression of identified electron temperature spikes using 
Swarm A data from 2016 to 2021 within Southern Hemisphere

• Filtered temperature spikes + plasma drops occur in polar and subauroral zone
• Subauroral zone spikes occurring toward magnetic night
• Tighter spread present in Northern Hemisphere in comparison to Southern Hemisphere
• Filtering spikes with preliminary density drop detection algorithm shows a tightened cusp region 
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Figure 6: Electron temperature spikes in Northern Hemisphere (Top) and Southern Hemisphere (Bottom) after 
filtering for those with cross-correlation factor less than -.8 and all events vs drops

 Discussion
• Temperature spike detection algorithm followed by 

anti-correlation analysis are the right first steps
○ Visual representation through magnetic polar plots is 

insightful
• Separating density drops from all inclusive list of 

anti-correlated events (i.e. trough crossing and general 
anti-correlation events) presents to be a big challenge
○ Preliminary analysis has been conducted to develop an 

algorithm to automate this
○ Tested using varied prominence parameter on normalized 

density signatures — 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%
○ Less than ideal success rate, i.e. 25% false negative rate
○ Degree of subjectivity distinguishing drops from troughs 

contributes to low success rate
○ Need for well defined characteristics to separate drops from 
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Figure 7: Anti-correlated events with ambiguous characterization

Figure 8: Sample flow 
and magnetic data for 2 
Te spike/Ne drop events

• We observe 
good spike in 
Te and good 
drop in Ne but 
no obvious 
similarity in the 
magnetic 
signatures nor 
the velocity 
signature in the 
2 events

• Further analysis 
is required

 Summary
• Algorithm to identify STEVE-SAID coupled events exist under 3 conditions: (1) 

High electron temperature (2) Low plasma density (3) High peak ion velocities 
• Incorporating electron temperatures and plasma density, results show events in 

polar and subauroral zone
• Need to find a deterministic way to differentiate all anti-correlated events from 

those with density drops 

• Bibliography: Archer, W. E., Gallardo-Lacourt, B., Perry, 
G. W., St.-Maurice, J.-P., Buchert, S. C., & Donovan, E. F. 
(2019). Steve: The optical signature of intense subauroral 
ion drifts. Geophysical Research Letters, 46, 6279–6286. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2019GL082687

• Future work:
○ Develop specific characterization of drops
○ Further analysis with magnetic and flow data
○ Superposed  epoch analysis

This work is supported by AGS-225972

Swarm A
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Results

Swarm A 2021 - All spikes
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Methodology (contd..)
• To further constrain our spike events, we performed a correlation 

analysis to identify events with a corresponding drop in plasma density. 
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SA51B-2501
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Density Drop
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crossing events from true density 
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midnight
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Figure 5: Progression of identified electron temperature spikes using 
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• Tighter spread present in Northern Hemisphere in comparison to Southern Hemisphere
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Figure 6: Electron temperature spikes in Northern Hemisphere (Top) and Southern Hemisphere (Bottom) after 
filtering for those with cross-correlation factor less than -.8 and all events vs drops

 Discussion
• Temperature spike detection algorithm followed by 

anti-correlation analysis are the right first steps
○ Visual representation through magnetic polar plots is 

insightful
• Separating density drops from all inclusive list of 

anti-correlated events (i.e. trough crossing and general 
anti-correlation events) presents to be a big challenge
○ Preliminary analysis has been conducted to develop an 

algorithm to automate this
○ Tested using varied prominence parameter on normalized 

density signatures — 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%
○ Less than ideal success rate, i.e. 25% false negative rate
○ Degree of subjectivity distinguishing drops from troughs 

contributes to low success rate
○ Need for well defined characteristics to separate drops from 

troughs and other event

Figure 7: Anti-correlated events with ambiguous characterization

Figure 8: Sample flow 
and magnetic data for 2 
Te spike/Ne drop events

• We observe 
good spike in 
Te and good 
drop in Ne but 
no obvious 
similarity in the 
magnetic 
signatures nor 
the velocity 
signature in the 
2 events

• Further analysis 
is required

 Summary
• Algorithm to identify STEVE-SAID coupled events exist under 3 conditions: (1) 

High electron temperature (2) Low plasma density (3) High peak ion velocities 
• Incorporating electron temperatures and plasma density, results show events in 

polar and subauroral zone
• Need to find a deterministic way to differentiate all anti-correlated events from 

those with density drops 

• Bibliography: Archer, W. E., Gallardo-Lacourt, B., Perry, 
G. W., St.-Maurice, J.-P., Buchert, S. C., & Donovan, E. F. 
(2019). Steve: The optical signature of intense subauroral 
ion drifts. Geophysical Research Letters, 46, 6279–6286. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2019GL082687

• Future work:
○ Develop specific characterization of drops
○ Further analysis with magnetic and flow data
○ Superposed  epoch analysis

This work is supported by AGS-225972
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Results

Swarm A 2021 - All spikes
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Results

Swarm A 2021 - Filtered by Plasma Density Correlation
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Methodology (contd..)
• After closer inspection, we realized that some of our identified events 

were false-positives — plasma trough crossings were being identified, so 
we modified the algorithm to pick out “notches” in the plasma density. 
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Spikes Filtered for only Plasma Drops

Figure 6: Electron temperature spikes in Northern Hemisphere (Top) and Southern Hemisphere (Bottom) after 
filtering for those with cross-correlation factor less than -.8 and all events vs drops

 Discussion
• Temperature spike detection algorithm followed by 

anti-correlation analysis are the right first steps
○ Visual representation through magnetic polar plots is 

insightful
• Separating density drops from all inclusive list of 

anti-correlated events (i.e. trough crossing and general 
anti-correlation events) presents to be a big challenge
○ Preliminary analysis has been conducted to develop an 

algorithm to automate this
○ Tested using varied prominence parameter on normalized 

density signatures — 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%
○ Less than ideal success rate, i.e. 25% false negative rate
○ Degree of subjectivity distinguishing drops from troughs 

contributes to low success rate
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Figure 8: Sample flow 
and magnetic data for 2 
Te spike/Ne drop events

• We observe 
good spike in 
Te and good 
drop in Ne but 
no obvious 
similarity in the 
magnetic 
signatures nor 
the velocity 
signature in the 
2 events

• Further analysis 
is required

 Summary
• Algorithm to identify STEVE-SAID coupled events exist under 3 conditions: (1) 

High electron temperature (2) Low plasma density (3) High peak ion velocities 
• Incorporating electron temperatures and plasma density, results show events in 

polar and subauroral zone
• Need to find a deterministic way to differentiate all anti-correlated events from 

those with density drops 

• Bibliography: Archer, W. E., Gallardo-Lacourt, B., Perry, 
G. W., St.-Maurice, J.-P., Buchert, S. C., & Donovan, E. F. 
(2019). Steve: The optical signature of intense subauroral 
ion drifts. Geophysical Research Letters, 46, 6279–6286. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2019GL082687

• Future work:
○ Develop specific characterization of drops
○ Further analysis with magnetic and flow data
○ Superposed  epoch analysis

This work is supported by AGS-225972
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Results

Swarm A 2021 - Filtered by Plasma Density Correlation with “Drops”
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Results (contd..)
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• Create spike finding routine for 
electron temperature that matches 
SWARM A spikes identified in 
Archer et. al 2019

Figure 1: 3 Swarm A temperature spikes as 
identified in Fig. 1 from Archer et. al 2019

Figure 2: Cartoon representation 
of parameters used in spike 

detection route
• Parameters: Height (3000 - 20000 

K), Distance (100 samples), Width 
(4 – 40 samples), Prominence 
(1250 – 5000 K)

• Run all available data through spike 
finding routine

• Apply cross-correlation filtering 
with respect to plasma density

Figure 3: Electron temperature vs Plasma 
Density Correlation for 3 Swarm A events 

from Fig.1

• Filter all identified spikes using 
minimum cross-correlation factor 
with threshold -.80 

• Identify visual patterns

 Methodology

Figure 4: (Top) Only anti-correlation vs 
(Middle) Trough crossing vs (Bottom) 

Density Drop

• Find a routine to separate mere 
anti-correlated and Trough 
crossing events from true density 
drops

 Results

• Hotter temperature spikes generally toward magnetic 
noon

• Bands of hot spikes visible towards magnetic 
midnight

• Three-band structure separating towards midnight

Figure 4: Progression of identified electron temperature spikes using 
Swarm A data from 2016 to 2021 within Northern Hemisphere

• Similar concentration of hot spikes seen in Southern 
Hemisphere

• Singular band of hot spikes occurring towards magnetic 
midnight

• Separation in subauroral zone

Figure 5: Progression of identified electron temperature spikes using 
Swarm A data from 2016 to 2021 within Southern Hemisphere

• Filtered temperature spikes + plasma drops occur in polar and subauroral zone
• Subauroral zone spikes occurring toward magnetic night
• Tighter spread present in Northern Hemisphere in comparison to Southern Hemisphere
• Filtering spikes with preliminary density drop detection algorithm shows a tightened cusp region 

Spikes Filtered for only Plasma Drops

Spikes Filtered for only Plasma Drops

Figure 6: Electron temperature spikes in Northern Hemisphere (Top) and Southern Hemisphere (Bottom) after 
filtering for those with cross-correlation factor less than -.8 and all events vs drops

 Discussion
• Temperature spike detection algorithm followed by 

anti-correlation analysis are the right first steps
○ Visual representation through magnetic polar plots is 

insightful
• Separating density drops from all inclusive list of 

anti-correlated events (i.e. trough crossing and general 
anti-correlation events) presents to be a big challenge
○ Preliminary analysis has been conducted to develop an 

algorithm to automate this
○ Tested using varied prominence parameter on normalized 

density signatures — 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%
○ Less than ideal success rate, i.e. 25% false negative rate
○ Degree of subjectivity distinguishing drops from troughs 

contributes to low success rate
○ Need for well defined characteristics to separate drops from 

troughs and other event

Figure 7: Anti-correlated events with ambiguous characterization

Figure 8: Sample flow 
and magnetic data for 2 
Te spike/Ne drop events

• We observe 
good spike in 
Te and good 
drop in Ne but 
no obvious 
similarity in the 
magnetic 
signatures nor 
the velocity 
signature in the 
2 events

• Further analysis 
is required

 Summary
• Algorithm to identify STEVE-SAID coupled events exist under 3 conditions: (1) 

High electron temperature (2) Low plasma density (3) High peak ion velocities 
• Incorporating electron temperatures and plasma density, results show events in 

polar and subauroral zone
• Need to find a deterministic way to differentiate all anti-correlated events from 

those with density drops 

• Bibliography: Archer, W. E., Gallardo-Lacourt, B., Perry, 
G. W., St.-Maurice, J.-P., Buchert, S. C., & Donovan, E. F. 
(2019). Steve: The optical signature of intense subauroral 
ion drifts. Geophysical Research Letters, 46, 6279–6286. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2019GL082687

• Future work:
○ Develop specific characterization of drops
○ Further analysis with magnetic and flow data
○ Superposed  epoch analysis

This work is supported by AGS-225972
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Summary and Future Work
• Our motivation in this work is the determine the prevalence of STEVE-like 

electron temperature spikes using the Swarm data set. 

• An algorithm to perform this task was developed and implemented.

• Results show that each spacecraft observed thousands of spikes per year.

• The spikes are organized into geomagnetic regions consistent with the 
auroral zone, cusp, and sub-auroral region.

• Additional analysis reveals that a subset of the spikes are associated with a 
plasma “trough” or “notch” decrease, and that these spikes appear to the 
contained to the polar-cap and sub-auroral regions.

• It is difficult to distinguish some “trough” or “notch” plasma features 
from plasma trough transits.

• In future work Swarm cross-track plasma flows will be considered.
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